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COVID-19 Additional Relief Fund (CARF)                              
The Government originally outlined the details of a £1.5billion support fund for businesses in England 

in March 2021. This fund, however, was only confirmed in December, following the introduction of 

legislation to stop MCC Covid-19 submissions for ratepayers with properties ineligible for rates relief 

during the lockdowns.   

Local authorities are responsible for designing their own local discretionary schemes for these  

CARF allocations, having regard to the Government guidance and assessing those businesses  

adversely affected by the pandemic.

Qualification for this fund is discretionary and applies to the 2021/22 rate year, even if  

the CARF scheme is applied to your property by the Local Authority after 31 March 2022. 
 

Which properties can benefit from this relief? 

• Those of ratepayers ineligible for Expanded Retail Discount (ERD), the Nursery Discount  

 or the Airport and Ground Operations Support Scheme (AGOSS);

• Those closed temporarily as a result of government advice on COVID-19 (in essence, 

 ratepayers that had not benefitted from any form of rate relief/empty rates relief);
 

• Those of ratepayers adversely affected by the pandemic.

Each local authority will determine the level of relief for individual ‘hereditaments’. cont...

In this edition we focus on three key rating issues:

COVID-19 Additional Relief Fund (CARF)

Forms of Return issued by the VOA

2023 Rating Revaluation – an overview of the changes 

to the rating system (please read this section!)

IN THIS UPDATE

March is always a key point in the financial calendar on business 
rates matters as the arrival of rate demands for the new rate  
year, from 1 April, makes this property tax more tangible. 

The 2022/23 rate year is important for ratepayers as it is the final one of a  

now 6-year ‘2017 Rating Revaluation’ period, which extends to 31/3/2023.  

The next Rating Revaluation is looming on the business horizon.  

As ever, we can assist clients in practical ways and answer your questions –  

from rates relief issues to changes in your property circumstances, internally or externally. 

Make our knowledge your strengthbglpartners.co.uk
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COVID-19 Additional Relief Fund (CARF) cont...               
As ever, there’s a degree of complexity for some larger organisations wanting to benefit from the CARF 

Scheme as it will involve complying with the UK’s domestic and international subsidy control obligations - 

the upper limit to the amount of relief that can be received is unlikely to be reached by businesses with a 

single property or smaller occupational portfolios with qualifying properties. 

Please feel free to contact us if you require guidance on qualifying for CARF relief, once a local authority 

has published the CARF Scheme details. The timing of your submission and evidence supporting your 

application will be influential to the outcome.

Forms of Return issued by the VOA                                                     
Valuation Officers are under pressure to gather rental evidence at this strategic point in the rating calendar. 

Not surprisingly, many ratepayers and property owners are receiving Online Forms of Return, which  

require recipients to provide lease and rental information.

The information provided and way in which these questions are answered can impact on your current  

and future rate liability: given the importance of these forms, we recommend that you let us complete  

the process – it involves a nominal fee to cover our time, offers you peace of mind and saves your time.  

2023 Rating Revaluation –  
an overview of the changes to the rating system            
With the 2023 Rating Revaluation looming on the horizon, it is fair to say the changes being 

introduced to the business rates system in England from April 2023 will be the most radical in 

over 30 years. But why?

The most significant change isn’t a shift to 3-yearly Rating Revaluations, from the 5-yearly pattern  

introduced in 1990; the Government has long accepted the need to reduce the period between  

revaluations to make assessments more aligned with the rental market.

Rather, it’s the fact that the Revaluation will herald a near wholesale shift in responsibility for the  

‘maintenance’ of the Rating List, from the VOA (supported by Billing Authorities) to ratepayers –  

in short, this is being proposed:

• The onus will be on the occupier or owner to inform the Valuation Office Agency of  

any physical (use changes, modifications, floor area issues) and occupational changes, 

within 30 days!

• Reporting obligations, including the provision of annual returns 

and a requirement to notify the Valuation Office Agency 

about changes to rental (or receipts/profit)  

information, within 30 days!

• Harsh accumulating fines for ratepayers non-compliant 

or slow in supplying the required information!

cont...
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As ever, should you 
require more insight  
on any of the subjects 
covered in this update  
or if have any specific 
questions about  
this property tax (past, 
present or future),  
please feel free to get  
in contact with us.

Telephone: 
020 7183 8242 
Email: 
info@bglpartners.co.uk

2023 Rating Revaluation –  
an overview of the changes to the rating system, 
cont...               

New 2023 Rating List assessments

The new rating assessments will be based on the assumed ‘open-market’ rental value of a property  

as at 1st April 2021.

As before, the antecedent valuation date (AVD) at which the new Rateable Values are based is set 2 years 

before the Revaluation. This provides Valuation Officers time to gather rental evidence before compiling 

the draft Rating List – the draft assessments are scheduled to be published in December 2022, only three 

months before the list goes live, on 1/4/2023.

The other key component in calculating the rate liability for a property is the multiplier; this figure  

is usually announced by the Government once the draft Rating List is published and after the total  

revenue to be raised by this property tax is confirmed for England and Wales.

 


